
CONSTELLATION ASSIGNMENT

Part 1: Your assignment is to research a constellation assigned to you. a. Example: Andromeda, The Big Dipper, Canis
Major, Gemini, Leo,. Cygnus, Orion.

It has designs on the outside of it and is artistic. As you will only need 6 photographs at most, teaming up with
other members of the class is recommended to help cut costs and provide support for each other during the
exercise. As the field of view of the camera is several degrees, placing the brightest star of the constellation in
the centre of the camera viewfinder should ensure that the entire constellation will be photographed
successfully. What constellation would you see at night if the Earth were in position D? Picture of
Constellation The report does not contain a picture of the constellation. Poor There are no holes in the can to
show the constellation, or the constellation isn't accurately depicted. Films that have produced the best results
are in the range to ASA. Skipping a space between each letter of the name will spread the picture out better. In
what constellation would you see the Sun? Good The constellation is clearly visible and accurately depicted.
In what constellation would you see the sun if it were in Position C? Link to the star map below:. Winter
Spring Summer Autumn. Continue with the other letters. Writing: Grammar and Spelling The writing
assignment has many spelling or grammatical errors that make it difficult to read. Format, deadline and
penalties The assignment is due in class on Friday April 2,  Write your name vertically down the Y axis. Give
us some basic information about your constellation. My Constellation This is what my constellation looks like
My constellation is seen during this season Deep sky objects in my constellation 2 This myth explains how my
constellation got into the sky: Our constellations represent things that were important to the people who named
them. Get some sticky stars and make a constellation using the position of the stars on your Personal
Constellation worksheet. The approximate breakdown of the marks for the assignment is as follows:. Your
assignment is to design your own constellation. What constellation would you see at night if the Earth were in
position A? What is required is a photograph of a constellation taken by you and a brief write up that explains
the conditions under which you took the photograph. The store clerk may well try to tell you that the
photographs you are about to take will not come out for a variety of reasons. The exposure time for ISO film
or slower should be up to 20 seconds or thereabouts. There is no guarantee of correct marking of all your
assignments unless this is done. Half a year later, why do you see a different sky? When Earth is at position D,
it is Autumn. Look at the picture on the right. Write it below your constellation. When Earth is at position B, it
is Spring. If a group of people used the same film, all members' names should be recorded along with any
special comments. Different cultures identify different constellations. Fair The report contains a picture that is
difficult to see or inaccurate. Look carefully at the picture. Why are stars dim? Good The constellation tube
looks neat and attractive. Ensure that your name and student number are written in ink on the back of print.
Ensure that your name, student number appear clearly on the front page of your assignment. If you cannot find
a camera, one can be reserved through Paul Delaney in class.


